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Know More, Get Better
with help from Relias BrainSparks®

Learning Retention. On the Brain’s Terms.
Your staff can barely find time to complete training, much less remember 
what they’ve learned. Sound about right? If so, their ability to successfully 
apply newly learned skills may be affected—and your budget, too.

Relias BrainSparks® can help. The Relias platform will deliver a series 
of questions to staff over a period of 30 days upon finishing a course. 
Using the brain science-based “spacing and testing” method to 
determine cadence, the questions are sent to spark memory recall and 
improve performance.

60 Minutes of Learning. Only 18 Remembered.
Training will always remain on the long list of responsibilities your staff has 
to juggle, but the impact of BrainSparks is worth it. Since we forget nearly 
70 percent of what we learn within 24 hours, the impact BrainSparks can 
have on your bottom line is truly significant. And we all know that finding 
budget dollars for training isn’t easy—especially if they’re not adding value.

KEY APPLICATIONS

Reshape the Forgetting Curve: Providing 
staff with BrainSparks in the days soon after 
training allows them to mentally “stamp” the 
information as useful, and are more likely to 
retain it.

Enhance Training ROI: Knowledge retention 
is critical and valuable. If staff are unable to 
absorb and assimilate what they’ve learned, 
that information is lost—and so are the dollars 
you spend on it.

Facilitate Behavior Change: Incorporating 
evidence-based tools to reinforce what your 
staff retain from training can have lasting, 
sustainable effects on their job performance.

Build Engagement: BrainSparks incorporate 
the appealing effects of “spacing” and 
“testing” to boost retention. When combined 
with gaming elements—earning coins after a 
BrainSpark—staff become highly engaged and 
active participants in their own learning.
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Key Features

Automated Delivery: Automatically send your staff 
single, multiple-choice questions based on the 
course they completed to re-engage their memory 
on key topics. Each enabled course contains six 
BrainSparks sent using the spacing effect method—
the first batch sent on days 2, 4 and 6, and the 
second batch sent on days 30, 32 and 34.

Mobile Optimized: Provide your staff 
with the convenience of receiving and 
completing BrainSparks anywhere and on any 
electronic device.

Administration: BrainSparks are free and included 
in the Relias platform. Managers can easily enable 
or disable BrainSparks at the organizational level 
or on each individual course. They can also see the 
six questions that will be delivered to their staff 
as BrainSparks.

About Relias
For more than 6,000 healthcare organizations and 3 million 
caregivers, Relias continues to help its clients deliver better 
clinical and financial outcomes by reducing variation in care. 
Our platform employs analytics and assessments to reveal 
specific gaps in clinical knowledge and addresses them with 
personalized, engaging learning. 

We help healthcare organizations, their people, and those 
under their care, get better: get better at identifying issues, 
get better at addressing them, get better outcomes for all.
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Relias BrainSparks help your staff retain and use what they learn, improving 
outcomes and your ROI. If you’d like more information on BrainSparks or how they 

can add value to your organization, reach out to one of our solutions experts.

GET STARTED
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